
Wednesday 1st July 2020 

 

Good morning Y6!  

 

Reading  

 In your pink book, write the date and title: 1st July 2020, A Hung 
Parliament 

 Read the text; answer the questions then ask an adult to check your 
answers.  

 Log on to Oxford Reading Buddy if you can – remember, you will only 
move up a book band level if you are answering the comprehension 
questions correctly so take your time. 

 If you don’t have internet access, read a story that you have at home 
then complete a reading journal activity.   

 

Writing  

 In your pink book, write the date and title: 1st July 2020, Transition to 
Year 7 – Information for My Teacher 

 To help you think about the information you could include in a letter to 
your new teacher, there are several questions for you to answer which 
will give you chance to reflect on your time at Tinsley and what you are 
most looking forward to when you join your secondary school. 

 Answer the questions in full sentences; this information can be used in 
your letter tomorrow. 

 

Maths 

 Write the date and title in your blue books, 1.7.20, Angles in a Triangle 
 Answer either the D, E or GD questions depending on your level and 

show all working out.  
 Remember the different types of triangle: equilateral (all sides and angles 

the same); isosceles (two sides and angles the same); scalene (all sides 
and angles are different); right-angled (the triangle contains a right 
angle). 



 Also remember that the angles in a triangle should all add up to 180 
degrees. 

 If you have access to a calculator, then you can use it if you need to 
(you can access a calculator on a mobile phone, tablet, laptop or PC). 

 When you have finished, check your answers and make any corrections. 
 Remember to keep using Mathletics, Study Ladder and Classroom 

Secrets. 

 

Project 

• In your pink book, write the date and title: 1st July 2020, To Understand 
the Role of Hillforts 

• Read the information and clarify any vocabulary with the clues along the 
side or with a grown-up in your house; 

• Sketch a simple drawing of a hillfort into your book. You can rotate your 
pink book if you need to; 

• Label the different features of a hillfort, using the information you have 
read to help you; 

• You can colour/shade in your hillfort if you have access to colouring 
pencils. 

 

Brinsworth Project 

Today’s Brinsworth activity is called Me and Others. This activity is about 
positive thinking and recording what you are good at and positive personality 
traits. 


